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country, and in a last unpublished memorandum,,
which 1 have been fortunate enough to see, advocated
a gradual but steadily increasing use of the more in-
telligent to fill administrative posts But his \iews in
this respect were not put into effect and \ ery little was
done So many Frenchmen seemed available for aU
the jobs that the Moors did not get much of a look in
and the well-educated Fasis, who really were capable3
not unnaturally concluded that the principles of a
protectorate i^ere being departed from Promised
reforms never seemed to materialize, and interest in
their welfare appeared to be on the wane A people so
sensitive can feel at once when sympathy is lacking
Without doubt mistakes were made and not enough
was done for the Moors But the real trouble consisted
in the government's preoccupation in pacifying the
outlying districts of the country, a matter of the greatest
importance, it is true, which was carried out with rare
energy and skill, but one of no interest to the inhabi-
tants of the medinas who desired practical benefits and
not a theoretical extension of the Sultan's rule Then
the colonists had to be considered By this time many
thousands of people had flocked to Morocco, only to
find the country was not the Eldorado they anticipated
They said so in no uncertain terms and the Residence
was kept very busy
The colonist question, always important, soon became
acute In Morocco the vast majority of the Moors hve
by means of agriculture. It is true that owing to lack
of irrigation and primitive methods of farming, they
only extracted a bare living from the soil before the
coming of the French, but at the same time they liked
and understood the life Then the colonists came
along and bought land—paying a price that seemed

